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Abstract—The Keke AI Competition introduces an artificial agent competition for the game Baba is You - a Sokoban-like puzzle game where players can create rules that influence the mechanics of the game. Altering a rule can cause temporary or permanent effects for the rest of the level that could be part of the solution space. The nature of these dynamic rules and the deterministic aspect of the game creates a challenge for AI to adapt to a variety of mechanic combinations in order to solve a level. This paper describes the framework and evaluation metrics used to rank submitted agents and baseline results from sample tree search agents.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the increasing depth and complexity of puzzle games comes the increasing need for intelligent solvers for these games. Most puzzle games have a set system of rules that can be followed and will never be changed at any point during play. For example, in the puzzle game Sokoban, a player must push each crate to designated positions on the map in order to solve the puzzle. However, the player is not allowed to pull these crates, thus creating a constraint for the player to avoid pushing these crates into corners or other dead-locked areas that they cannot push out of and prevent completion of the puzzle. The push-pull mechanic of this game will never change nor be affected by the player’s choices and sequential actions. These types of puzzles are straightforward and their domain knowledge of the problem stays consistent from level to level. Artificial intelligence (AI) solvers have been tested on such puzzle game domains, particularly to Sokoban because of its discretized, simplistic movement as well as its consistent rulespace, and successfully able to solve many levels of varying sizes and solution lengths. Such solvers typically use tree search algorithms, reinforcement learning, evolutionary algorithms, and rule-based algorithms to solve these levels [1].

However, some games may have a dynamically changing mechanic space that are affected by the player’s actions. With these types of games, the rule space is more dependent on when the rules or conditions are altered and become a part of the solution for the puzzle. These changes can cause permanent and irreversible effects to the game state, or be dependent on a certain sequence or combination of fluctuations in order to reach a particular game state. Some examples of this type of mechanic space can include resource changes such as in the game ’A Good Snowman is Hard to Build’ (Draknek, 2015) where the amount of snow left on the ground is influenced by where the player decides to roll their snowball, perspective changes such as in Fez (Polytron Corporation, 2012) where the player has to change from 2D to 3D or where the player has to rotate the entire map such as in Captain Toad: Treasure Tracker (Nintendo, 2014) and Monument Valley (ustwo, 2014) in order to navigate through the level successfully, gravity changes such as in VVVVVVV (Terry Cavanagh, 2010) and Super Mario Galaxy (Nintendo, 2007) where the player flips the direction of gravity to navigate the level, or even time sequential changes.
such as in Braid (Number None, Inc., 2008) or Life is Strange (Dontnod Entertainment, 2015) where the player has to rewind time to complete certain objectives such as obtaining a key or specific information or destroying an enemy in order to progress forward. As such, dynamic mechanic spaces increases the complexity of the solution and requires more planning and deliberate decisions from the player in order to solve successfully.

Baba is You (Hempuli, 2019) is one such dynamic puzzle game, where the player can alter the placement of sprites - similar to Sokoban. However, these placements of sprites can create rules that can influence the interaction and state conditions of the entire level, either temporarily or permanently. Such particular sprite placements and combinations are typically necessary to alter in order to solve the level. Because of the dynamically changing rules and sprite relationships, Baba is You is a multi-faceted challenge for AI solvers. The complexity of a level can vary because of these ever-changing rules; some rule combinations create drastic changes to the game states that would otherwise be unsolvable by even the best Sokoban solver agents. Baba is You is arguably more dynamic than the other competitions’ domain games, as the objects in the level that a player interacts with can alter the entire state of the level itself. With the Baba is Y’all editor and database, the mechanic space and complexity of these levels can be explored in even more depth [2]. However, the AI solver used as an aide to validate the levels for solvability was lacking in performance, and could not solve levels that most human users could solve relatively quickly on their own. Thus, we would like to incorporate a better solver agent that can be more helpful for the user and possibly be capable of solving PCG levels offline without any user input. The Keke AI Competition invites entrants to submit their own solver agents for the Baba is You game that are capable of solving puzzles with a dynamically changing rule-base.

II. RELATED WORK

While Baba is You is not exactly like Sokoban - if anything, Baba is You could be considered a superset of Sokoban. There are many mechanic overlaps and the general premise of moving objects (whether crates or literal word block sprites) to specific positions (to solve the puzzle requirements itself or in order to create rules for altering the game state and interactions) maintains the same across games and are somewhat transferable. As such, many methods have been applied to solve Sokoban levels, including abstraction [3], dynamic programming using Prolog [4], heuristic calculations on pattern databases with domain knowledge [5], hyperspace graphing [6], automated curriculum planning with reinforcement learning [7], forward-backward reinforcement learning [8], and Monte-Carlo tree search with reversibility compression [9]. But because of the dynamic nature of the mechanics in Baba is You, these solvers would not take into account how their actions may cause permanent alterations to the level and may not be as effective at finding a solution to the puzzle. Hence the need for a new application of solvers to a similar but more complicated domain. Bulitko and Ninomiya provide some insight to pathfinding and heuristic search in dynamic environments in both real-time and changing domains [10] and domains with constraints [11] - both relevant to Baba is You’s environment. These methods could be applied along with the previous proposals of Sokoban solvers to create an adaptive planning agent capable of solving the adaptive levels.

Adaptive agents have been explored in previous years by other game AI competitions. The Hanabi competition is a cooperative multi-agent AI competition that uses the card game Hanabi as a domain. Agents take turns communicating information about other agents’ hands (which they cannot see) and have to strategize over how much information to tell, what to communicate, and when information should be given in order to win the game and receive as many points as possible from successfully playing cards. Because the playstyle and depth of interpretability of the other agents is unknown, agents have to adapt to their partners and the current state of the game in order to know which information is essential and how it would be perceived by others [12]. In constrast, the Fighting Game AI Competition is a real-time action game based on 2d arcade-style fighters. Agents have to survive and attack one another opponent in the game and have to time their attacks and defensive maneuvers in order to succeed. The actions of the opponent player are immediate, so predicting and reacting to another agent’s attacks must be done almost instantaneously [13].

Grid-based domains have thoroughly been explored in games and AI - particularly with Sturtevant’s work for general pathfinding done as proof for developing a benchmark [14] and as a competition [15]. Previous game AI competitions have also been held that include grid-world based movement like the Keke AI Competition. These competitions also require adaptive strategies. The Bomberland AI Challenge is a real-time multi-agent competition where agents are able to move in 4 cardinal directions and must collect power-ups and strategically place bombs on the map in order to destroy their opponents. Agents cannot participate in the movement and actions of other agents on the map and have to adapt in real-time to both survive and attack [16]. The General Video Game AI (GVG-AI) Competition includes over 100 games all in a grid-world turn-based environment where participants submit Java agents that attempt to win as many games as possible [17], [18]. Because all of the games have different mechanic sets, sprite and level designs, and win conditions, an adaptive agent is needed to successfully play multiple games. The Nethack Learning Environment competition uses the roguelike dungeon-crawler turn-based game Nethack as a testbed domain for artificial agents where they have to navigate through multiple randomly generated levels of a dungeon and survive [19]. This competition requires more generic and adaptive performing agents, as the game never generates the same rooms, encounters, or even effects of interaction.

While there may be random events or unpredictable interactions from either the system or agent in Bomberland and Nethack, they stay within the scope of the interaction and
the mechanics themselves never change. Where the Keke AI Competition differs from these competitions is how the mechanics of the game itself can be dynamically changed while the agent is solving and changing these rules may become part of the solution itself. A hazard or win condition can be created or destroyed with just a single move or arrangement of sprites. These changes stay deterministic as well, compared to the stochasticity of the other competitions, and can allow look-ahead strategies like the GVG-AI competition. An agent would not have to adapt to other players or the range of possibilities from a single action, but to how the mechanics and interactions of a level can be affected by a single move.

III. BABA IS YOU

Baba is You is a puzzle game developed by Arvi “Hempuli” Teikari originally for the 2017 Nordic Game Jam and then expanded to a full game with more mechanics. Figure 2 shows an example level from the fully released game. It has a similar gameplay style to Sokoban in that players must control a character and push sprite blocks around to solve the level. However, the rules for interacting with particular sprites on the level are changed by moving word tile blocks to form rules. Some rules can destroy sprites, prevent players from moving sprites, activate autonomously moving sprites, or even change the sprite the player currently controls. These rules of the level can be created or broken at any time, and much of the game involves manipulating the rules in a certain order or even specific orientation to allow the puzzle to be solved.

IV. KEKE AI COMPETITION FRAMEWORK

The Keke AI Competition framework contains a simulator engine with state representation functions, a graphic interface evaluator that allows offline testing, and example baseline agents and level sets. Currently, the framework is written in JavaScript to work with the Baba is Y’all level editor web application. In future competitions, we would like to expand to allow for a Python framework so the competition could be more accessible and flexible for machine learning libraries such as PyTorch and TensorFlow.

A. Simulation Engine

The Keke AI simulation game used for the competition contains three major rule formats, where X is the name of sprite object (i.e. BABA, WALL, GRASS):

1) X-IS-(KEYWORD) a property rule stating that all sprite instances of X have a certain property. These properties affect the interactions of other sprites (MOVE, STOP, HOT, COLD), win-conditions (WIN), lose-conditions (SINK, KILL), or player definitions and control (YOU) currently active in the level.

2) X-IS-Y a transformative rule that changes all instances of sprites identified as X to the sprite Y.

3) X-IS-X a reflexive rule that prevents any transformations that occur on the sprite X. This differs from the previous rule X-IS-Y, as Y must be a sprite different from X in order for a transformation to occur. If a transformative rule is created, the X sprites will not transform into Y if the reflexive rule is active.

The engine for the Keke AI Competition is the same engine used in the Baba is Y’all web application - a collaborative mixed-initiative level editor based off of the prototype version of the game Baba is You [20]. This engine contains 9 possible rule formats as shown in Table I. We decided to use the same engine to allow for direct transferability of an agent to the level editor as a level solver. Currently, the website’s current solver is lacking in performance, and cannot solve many levels - even simple ones that a user could solve in relatively little time. Ideally, we would like to use the highest performing agents from the competition in the level editor framework to optimize the level creation to submission pipeline and possibly allow for offline evaluation and procedurally generate levels for the database. The web application’s ruleset has a much smaller percentage of rules than the fully released Baba is You game, as adding more rules could exponentially increase the complexity of a level and the potential mechanic rulespace found within the solution. However, we are open to expanding the ruleset to match the full game’s in future years if the agents achieve a high threshold of solvability.

The Keke AI Competition framework source code uses a state representation of the map similar to the Sokoban framework code by Khalifa [21]. The state itself contains an ASCII representation of the map, a list of active rules, a list of interactable and non-interactable objects, a list of word sprites (as these cannot be removed from the map), and lists of sprite objects assigned by attribute according to the currently active rules in the map. In other words, the states contain separated lists of active sprites that can be PUSHed, can KILL the player, can cause sprites to SINK, can MOVE, etc. Each state allows a look-ahead step that is passed one of 5 actions (up, down, left, right, or no movement) to allow for tree search.
### Table I: Baba is Y’All Engine Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-X</td>
<td>sprites of class X cannot be changed to another class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-Y</td>
<td>sprites of class X will transform to class Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-PUSH</td>
<td>X can be pushed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-MOVE</td>
<td>X will autonomously move</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-STOP</td>
<td>X will prevent the player from passing through it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-KILL</td>
<td>X will kill the player on contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-SINK</td>
<td>X will destroy any sprite on contact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-IS-[PAIR]</td>
<td>both rules ’X-IS-HOT’ and ’X-IS-MELT’ are present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X,Y-IS-YOU</td>
<td>two distinct sprites classes are controlled by the player</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Keke AI Competition export buttons on the main page (left) and the level testing screen (right)](image)
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Fig. 3: The evaluator screen of the offline Keke AI Competition offline interface

agents to explore future states. The framework also includes state modification functions, such as copying a state, setting a state to a passed ASCII map’s setup, resetting a state to the starting game map’s setup, and more to allow for potential deep learning training. More detailed information about the states can be found on the framework’s GitHub wiki page.

**B. Baseline Agents**

The Keke AI Competition framework contained 6 example agents that participants could use as a baseline to create their own agents. 3 of these agents were tree search agents that used the BFS, DFS, and the current solver agent used for the Baba is Y’All web application which uses a best-first search algorithm. One agent outputs a random sequence of 50 actions to the evaluator and another agent is provided as a blank template containing all of the necessary functions needed for evaluation. The last agent demonstrates an example of an agent that would not successfully pass the evaluation check upon submission. The user is free to modify these sample agents and include them in their own submission as a starting point.

**C. Offline evaluator interface**

To test agents, the framework provides an offline web interface that allows users to test their agents on specific level sets as well as view the results of their agent’s evaluations, statistical data for the agent on the level set, and view the agent’s solution (or attempted solution) on a particular level in a rendering system. Figure 3 shows a screenshot of the offline interface with the indicators for solvability success, drop down menus for the agent and level set, and the statistics of the agent. We implemented this visual interface to provide more ease of access for the user and provide a lower barrier of entry to users who may not be as familiar with AI competitions in general. The interface also helps users identify quickly which levels were solved by the agent and how well they performed better than reading from a JSON report or a terminal output could. The interface can be viewed in any web browser (preferably Chrome) and users can select which levels to test on, however a text interface is also available via the terminal.

**D. Level Sets and Baba is Y’All level extractor**

The level sets the agents are tested are made of JSON files containing ASCII levels created from the Baba is Y’All database. With this interaction between the Baba is Y’All level editor and the Keke AI framework, users can create their own training sets for their agents. The Baba is Y’All website was updated specifically for this competition to export level set JSONs in the framework’s format. Users can extract levels from their own profiles, from a search result, or from the entire database (shown as a button in the top left of Figure 4). The level tester screen of the Baba is Y’All site also allows users to export singular levels in the JSON format - whether they are submitted to the database or not - so that users can create their own level set files or add to any existing one.

**V. Competition Website**

This competition was developed using the guide written by Togelius on running a game AI competition [22]. Agents are submitted to the competition website hosted on an Amazon Web Services Ubuntu server and evaluated automatically by back-end scripts monitoring the website. Participants were required to register a team under an email-password login system and could provide further details and information about their team on the profile page. After registering their team, participants could submit their JavaScript agents and the server would evaluate them on a set of test levels. Figure 5 shows an example profile page for the “Keke AI Devs” team and editable information fields.

Users could navigate through the main screen of the website to find any necessary links they would need for the competition, including links to social media, the framework, the Baba is Y’All site, the Wiki, and a walkthrough video for
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1. https://github.com/MasterMilkX/KekeCompetition/wiki/Baba-Simulation-Code
submitting an agent. The site also featured an about page with rules for submission.

A. Competition evaluator

The website had a readily available leaderboard that showed each team’s agent performance on the evaluation levels. These levels are not included on the original Baba is Y’All website and cannot be downloaded or explicitly trained on by participants. Teams are ranked on agent performance that is evaluated in the following order:

1) Code error - agents that error out in the preprocessing step are automatically placed at the bottom
2) Average time $^1$ / solution length (referred henceforth as timesteps) - agents that give shorter solutions solved in quicker time are ranked higher.
3) Time submitted - in the case of a tie in all other categories, the agent submitted earlier is ranked higher.

We designed the "average time $^1$ / solution length" as the evaluation metric for the competition to encourage participants to create agents that could find solutions to the puzzles in the fewest amount of steps and in the shortest amount of time possible.

Evaluation of the agents is completely autonomous and handled by the website server. Once a team submits their agent, the JavaScript file is verified to have the required functions necessary to run the agent on the evaluation framework. After this check, the server will directly test the agent on the evaluation levels and save the results of the team’s agent to the database to be passed to the leaderboard. The rankings are updated to reflect the relative scoring of the team’s agent - and users can typically receive a status update within 20 minutes of submission. The status of the agent is also shown on their team profile page in case the agent had any errors while running.

B. Evaluation levels

For the first round of the competition, the levels made for evaluation were created with the intention to fool specific types of agents. Figure 6 shows 4 sample levels from the evaluation set. Level A is intended to require precise movements from the player by having a tunnel in order to successfully maneuver around the autonomously moving hazard - a harder challenge for random sequence agents. Level B requires the manipulation of the word blocks in order to access the winnable sprite on the other side of a barrier - thus requiring an understanding of essential word blocks but also their secondary function as movable objects themselves. Level C is a standard maze level, which can be easily completed by a human, but provides more computation from a tree search bot and would be nearly impossible from a random sequence bot. Lastly, Level D is intended to overwhelm both bots and human players with the number of sprites, words, and rules active on the level and increase computation time, but can actually be solved in one move because the player sprite is already a win condition.

There are more types of levels in the evaluation set that take advantage of the bots algorithms, such as a lock and key method, destroying sprites on a single move, requiring alteration of rules before moving to the win condition, and more. For future iterations of the competition we would like to design levels that exploit the computation requirement and decision processes of as many bots and algorithms as possible to facilitate a development direction towards generic solving.

C. Baseline agent performance

The leaderboard initially had the 4 baseline agents included in the framework: the BFS-algorithm agent, the DFS-algorithm agent, the random sequence agent, and the default (Baba is Y’All) agent.
Y’all solver) agent. After teams submit their agents, rankings would be re-ordered accordingly.

Out of the 4 baseline agents the default agent performed the best with 53.33% of evaluation levels solved and average of 34.123 timesteps. In second and third ranking were the tree search agents, the BFS and DFS agents. The BFS agent had 40% of levels solved at an average of 0.693 timesteps while the DFS agent had 33.33% of levels solved at an average of 34.281 timesteps. Lastly, the random agent performed the 4th best with 33.33% of levels solved at an average of 8.244 and therefore was ranked lower.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Future iterations of the competition will include a Python framework to allow for more accessibility and a more familiar and widely used programming language for participants. Since JavaScript was not as well known or widely used in the AI and Games community as compared to Python, this could create a larger learning curve and deter participants from trying to develop their own agents.

We would like to add more baseline agents to the framework as well, with a focus on creating agents that aren’t necessarily tree-search based. Such algorithms we would like to use for the agents include evolutionary search (by mutating and evolving action sequences,) Monte-Carlo Tree Search, reinforcement learning, rule-based algorithms, and neuro-evolution agents. By providing a more diverse set of baseline agents, participants would be able to have alternative starting points for their own agents and be able to gauge the baseline agents’ performance on the evaluated levels.

At the conclusion of each year’s competition, we would like to incorporate the winning agent into the Baba is You’all website. We would also like to apply the agent, if a generalizable algorithm emerges from the winning agent, to other game domains with dynamically changing mechanics outside of Baba is You.  

This competition provides a new domain of game design for artificial agents that involves dynamically changing rules for the game Baba is You. We hope this competition can allow new and innovative agents to emerge from this type of puzzle game and provide insight to the design process and evaluation of these agents in an adaptive game environment.
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